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2017 CHAMPIONS
GROUP CHAMPIONS
GTO

Graham Davidson

Jetstream Motorsport

GTC

Jake Rattenbury

MTECH/Wildwater

GTB

Neil Huggins

Top Cats Racing

GTA

Dominic Paul

Spy Motorsport

OVERALL CHAMPIONS

CH A M P I O N S
The battles for championship honours
lasted throughout the 2017 season,
which makes the achievements of our

DRIVERS

title winners all the more impressive.

2017

Graham Davidson

Jetstream Motorsport

2016

Jordan Witt

Jordan Racing

2015

Wayne Marrs & Charlie Hollings

FF Corse

2014

Jim Geddie

United Autosports

2013

Jeff Wyatt

Geoff Steel Racing

2012

Derek Johnston

Greypaul Racing

2011

Andy Ruhan

JMH

2010

Marco Pullen

Team OMG

TEAMS
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2017

Spy Motorsport

2016

JMH Automotive

2015

FF Corse

2014

In2Racing

2013

FF Corse
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WELCOME
It has been an honour
to serve the Drivers
and Teams in the
2017
GT
Cup
Championship and a
real pleasure to look
back on our tenth
season and review
what a year it has
been. We all miss
founder Marc Haynes
dearly, however we’re
certain he would have loved the action on track and
the atmosphere in the paddock. Bute Motorsport is
ready to head into 2018 building on the success of the
previous season and remaining true to his core values.

“We believe the
current calendar
offers the right
balance of challenges,
venues and dates, but
are always working
hard to ensure
perfection.”

Pit stop timings have produced some fantastic battles
at the end of races, which is what drivers want on track.
We continue to monitor car performance to maintain
parity with the technical team working hard to ensure
greater balance of performance and accordingly we are
very excited to introduce the GTH group for 2018.
The championship provides up to three hours’ track
time over a two-day weekend, with two sprint races
and one pit stop endurance race. Whilst the GT Cup
is focused on the amateur driver, we do allow Prodesignated drivers, but they are restricted to the
second half of the pit stop race to provide maximum
driving time for our amateur competitors.
Not only do our drivers and teams enjoy exposure
via our traditional media outlets and social media
channels, but the Group Champions receive an
invitation to the British Grand Prix as guests of Bute
Motorsport and Pirelli, enjoying fantastic hospitality
overlooking the pit lane.

Our 2017 champions had to work hard to earn their
honours, with challengers pushing them all the way
to the final chequered flag. Graham Davidson opened
his Group GTO campaign at Donington Park back in
April hoping for some podium finishes, and promptly
won six races in a row! We were sad to lose Richard
Chamberlain after his car woes mid-season, and Nigel
Hudson persevered all season alongside Adam Wilcox,
deservedly taking a solo victory at the penultimate
meeting. Graham was pushed for the overall title by
Dominic Paul, who was similarly dominant in Group
GTA, but the GTO driver held on at the final meeting to
secure double honours.

Once again, we’ll be sharing headline billing at
six events with our sister series, the LMP3 Cup
Championship, as well as continuing to develop our
MSVR race package with the F3 Cup, Radical Challenge/
SR1 Cup and the Lotus Cup to name but a few, creating
an attractive weekend race package in support of the
GT Cup.
I would like to thank Hannah, Tom, Philip, and the
whole team behind the GT Cup for what has been an
outstanding season. I am so excited for 2018 and
cannot wait to get going, and with your support we will
continue to deliver the best Championship for sporting
amateur drivers and continue to do Marc proud!

We visited the iconic Spa Francorchamps as part of
our tenth anniversary celebrations, and the drivers
relished the chance to challenge themselves through
some of the toughest corners in world motorsport. For
2018, we’re delighted to return to the Ardennes and to
hold our final round at the Silverstone GP Circuit. With
half the rounds being held on Grand Prix circuits, and
weekends carefully chosen to reduce clashes, we
believe the 2018 calendar offers the best balance of
venues and dates.
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With best wishes,
Christopher Haynes,
Managing Director
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THE GT CUP
Since it began in 2007, the GT Cup has grown to become a firmly established part of the
UK motorsport landscape. Founded as a premium GT sprint series, it has continuously
proved to be the championship of choice, offering excellent track time and value for
money. The championship has grown in stature over the years, with top international
GT teams supporting entrants, and numerous professional coaches taking part to help
amateur drivers develop their race craft.
The paddock is renowned for its relaxed but professional atmosphere, with teams
and drivers prepared to help each other out in a tight spot. This doesn’t diminish the
competitive edge with all races strongly contested, and the championship caters for all
types of entrant, with all welcome.
The championship also enjoys one of the widest variety of GT car grids in the United
Kingdom, which is split into five Groups by the maximum lap time potential of each car.
It has GT3 equipment from Aston Martin and McLaren competing for honours with Cup
cars from Lamborghini and Ferrari, and GT4 cars from Ginetta and Porsche. This is just a
sample of the rich diversity of makes and models that participated in 2017.

POINTS
The unique group structure and points scoring system ensures any driver from any group
has a chance of becoming the overall champion. In 2017, GTA champion Dominic Paul ran
the GTO entry of Graham Davidson right down to the wire, with the result going right to
the final weekend.

DRIVERS
The GT Cup is an ideal place for amateur drivers to hone their craft and is open to National
B licence holders and above. It is also open to coach/pro drivers entering as part of a
two-driver team with a sporting driver. With some 42 separate entries in 2017, demand
is high for spots on the grid.

TYRES
2018 will be Pirelli’s ninth season supplying GT Cup. The manufacturer provides a
massive range of slick and wet tyres for the Championship, such is the variety of
machinery racing in the series. Tyres may be heated prior to use, and slick sets are limited
to two per day, to reduce expenditure.
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CARS
The GT Cup’s unique structure ensures thrilling racing throughout the grid, which is split into
five Groups allowing for a large variety of cars to compete on an equal footing in each race.

2017 HIGHLIGHTS

GTO - Open specification cars (subject to meeting balance of performance), GT3, Super Trofeo
and modified Challenge cars
GTC - Late model year Challenge and Cup specification cars, with performance balancing
where required
GTB - Early year Challenge and Cup cars with minimum specification changes and modified

MODELS

saloon base vehicles
GTH - Unmodified cars built to GT4 homologation
GTA - Lower powered or older specification cars that meet the technical requirements under
balance of performance
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Aston Martin Vantage GT3
Aston Martin Vantage GT4
BMW M3 GTR
BMW E46 M3 GTR
BMW V10 150 GTR
Dodge Viper GT3
Ferrari 430 Challenge
Ferrari 458 GT3
Ferrari 458 Challenge
Ferrari 488 Challenge
Ginetta G50
Ginetta G55 GT4
Lamborghini Gallardo Super Trofeo
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26

Lamborghini Huracan Super Trofeo
Lotus Evora GTE
Marcos Mantis
McLaren MP4/12C GT3
McLaren 570S GT4
McLaren 650S Sprint
Mosler MT 900
Porsche 935
Porsche 991 GT3 Cup
Porsche 997 GT3 Cup
Porsche Cayman GT4 Clubsport
Saker Rapax
TVR Sagaris

79

DRIVERS
The GT Cup attracted another large
grid of drivers in 2017, spread
across the four championship
Groups. It featured a good mix of
novice, amateur, and
professional racers.

21.68

AVERAGE GRID SIZE
MANUFACTURERS
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1
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GROUP WINNERS

Will Burns
Leyton Clarke
Graham Davidson
Rob Gaffney
Bonamy Grimes
Esmee Hawkey
Nigel Hudson
Neil Huggins

James Little
Graham Lucking
Mick Mercer
Johnny Mowlem
Mike Newbould
Dominic Paul
Ian Payne
Stewart Proctor

Jake Rattenbury
John Saunders
Patrick Scharfegger
Gary Smith
Ben Tuck
James Webb
Tom Webb
Adam Wilcox

TEAMS

UK DEBUT
Bonamy Grimes and
Johnny Mowlem gave the
Ferrari 488 Challenge car a
stunning UK race debut at
Donington Park in
September, winning the
race outright in
difficult conditions.

42

Entrants ranged
from owner/drivers
to pro GT and
endurance teams
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WEEKEND
TIMETABLE
TWO DAY WEEKEND*
Saturday:
Practice = 30 minutes
Qualifying = 20 minutes
2 x Sprint races = 25 minutes each

Sunday:
Warm up = 10 minutes
Qualifying = 20 minutes
Pit stop race = 50 minutes

ONE DAY WEEKEND
Saturday:
Warm up = 10 minutes
Qualifying = 20 minutes
Sprint race = 25 minutes
Pit stop race = 50 minutes
*At Spa Francorchamps expect 45 minutes of
practice and 35 minutes qualifying on Friday,
followed by one 60 minute race on Saturday
and one 60 minute race on Sunday. All
sessions are shared with LMP3 Cup
Championship cars.
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SPECIAL
PRIZES

Every weekend over thirty trophies are

pits in the Silverstone Wing, allowing a

given to the top three drivers in each

bird’s eye view of the pit lane activity and

Group, as well as a driver of the weekend

race track action.

award. The trophies are accompanied by
a limited-edition Pirelli winners cap and a
bottle of bubbly for the victors.
The top drivers in each Group are also
invited to receive their champion trophies
at the prestigious Season Celebration
and Awards Dinner, where the overall

Sunoco race fuels, supplied to the GT Cup

champion is also presented with their

by the Anglo-American Oil Company, are

award.

recommended championship suppliers.
Those participants using Sunoco race
fuel will be automatically entered into the
exciting Sunoco Daytona Challenge - an
amazing opportunity to win a race seat at

Our 2017 Group winners will join us as

the famous Daytona 24 Hours in 2019.

special VIP hospitality guests at the
British Grand Prix in July. Each winner

Eligible racers score points from finishing

will be invited to Saturday’s qualifying

positions,

session and support races, watching the

throughout the year. The winning driver

events from the sumptuous and exclusive

will be given a seat in the Sunoco-liveried

Formula One Paddock Club.

car in the 240-minute endurance race the

poles,

and

fastest

laps

day before the renowned 24-Hour event.
The victorious few will be guests of Bute

Flights, hotels, race suit, and start fee,

Motorsport and Formula One tyre supplier

plus a three-day test at Daytona at the

Pirelli and will enjoy privileged access.

beginning of January, are also included.

Food and drink will be served above the
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EVOLUTION
Bute Motorsport is happy to introduce a new category for the 2018 GT Cup: Group GTH.
With the growth in the GT4 market and the demand for such a Group being requested
by current teams, new teams and drivers joining the GT Cup in 2018, Bute Motorsport is
delighted to expand to 5 Groups; GTA, GTH, GTB, GTC, and GTO.
The GT Cup is synonymous with listening and responding to its competitors, and having
already welcomed a range of GT4 machinery into the GTA Group in 2017, the addition
was seen as a needed technical development to continue to enhance and satisfy the
market demands upon the Championship.
This move will provide a dedicated Group to those who have raced in GTA this year using
GT4 machinery, and additionally we anticipate entries from several teams close to GT
Cup who are taking ownership of new cars this winter.

ELIGIBLE CARS INCLUDE:
•

Aston Martin Vantage N24

•

Lotus Evora

•

Aston Martin Vantage GT4

•

Maserati Gran Turismo MC

•

Audi TT

•

Maserati Trofeo

•

Audi R8 LMS GT4

•

Mazda MX5

•

BMW M3 GT4

•

McLaren 570 GT4

•

BMW M4 GT4

•

Mercedes AMG GT4

•

BMW Z4

•

Nissan 350Z

•

Corvette C6

•

Nissan 370Z

•

Chevrolet Camaro

•

Porsche 997 GT4

•

Ford Mustang FR500 GT4

•

Porsche Cayman GT4 Clubsport

•

Ford Shelby GT350R-C

•

Porsche Cayman PRO4 GT4

•

Ginetta G50 GT4

•

SIN R1 GT4

•

Ginetta G55 GT4

•

Toyota GT86 GT4

•

KTM X-Bow GTR[2]
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21/22 April
19/20 Ma

2018 CALENDAR

y

PRE-SEASON ACTIVITY

Rounds 1, 2 & 3
DONINGTON PARK NATIONAL

Rounds 4, 5 & 6
BRANDS HATCH GP

1/2/3 June
30 June/1 Jul

y

Event

Date

Location

Autosport International

11 - 14 January

NEC, Birmingham

Awards Dinner

20 January

Brands Hatch

Media Day

February (TBC)

Brands Hatch

RACE SCHEDULE
Rounds 7 & 8
SPA-FRANCORCHAMPS

Rounds 9, 10 & 11
SNETTERTON 300

14 July
11/12 Augus

Rounds 12 & 13
OULTON PARK

t

Rounds 14, 15 & 16
SNETTERTON 300

8/9 September
13/14 Octobe

Rounds 17, 18 & 19
DONINGTON PARK GP

Rounds 20, 21 & 22
SILVERSTONE GP
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r

Rounds

Date

Location

1, 2, 3

21/22 April

Donington Park (National)

4, 5, 6

19/20 May

Brands Hatch (GP)

7, 8

1/2/3 June

Spa Francorchamps

9, 10, 11

30/1 June/July

Snetterton (300)

12, 13

14 July

Oulton Park (International)

14, 15, 16

11/12 August

Snetterton (300)

17, 18, 19

8/9 September

Donington Park (GP)

20, 21, 22

13/14 October

Silverstone (GP)

“The GT Cup is the best introduction and progression
path for someone new coming into racing. You don’t
need a big race truck with hundreds of people and
thousands of pounds, you can do it on a small budget.
You’re welcomed with open arms, you fit in,
and have good fun.”
Graham Davidson, 2017 GTO & Overall Champion
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NATIONWIDE
COVERAGE
After an exciting and action-packed 2017 season
that went right down to the final 50 minutes, the
GT Cup plans to return in 2018 with 22 rounds over
eight weekends taking in some of the UK’s most
iconic race venues, with a trip to the stunning SpaFrancorchamps as the European highlight.
The championship gets underway at the

configuration. The season closes at Silverstone

traditional Donington Park date in April, before

in October, on the full Grand Prix circuit, where

heading to the sweeps and dips of the Brands

six more champions will be crowned.

OULTON PARK
CHESHIRE

DONINGTON PARK
EAST MIDLANDS

SPA FRANCORCHAMPS
BELGIUM
SNETTERTON
NORFOLK

SILVERSTONE
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

Hatch Grand Prix circuit one month later.
In early June, the series returns to Spa-

With all the circuits lying so close to major

Francorchamps once again, with two split-grid

cities including London, Norwich, Chester,

races with the LMP3 Cup Championship.

Milton Keynes and Brussels, it opens the

BRANDS HATCH
KENT

championship up to a large catchment area of
Snetterton hosts the first of two visits at the

fans, making each event appealing to sponsors

end of that month, and the annual stand-alone

and corporate partners. With four classic GP

one-day meeting at Oulton Park is a couple

circuits as well as Spa, Bute is certain that the

of weeks later. The return trip to Snetterton

GT Cup in 2018 will appeal to the drivers as

comes in August, with the second weekend at

well.

Donington in September utilising the longer

22
RACES

22

WEEKENDS

8
23

6

CLASSIC RACE
TRACKS

get involved
Motorsport is a fantastic way to engage with a

What better place than a race circuit to hold

passionate demographic of the population. Your

meetings with current and potential clients?

sponsors and partners can gain superb exposure

Away from the formal location of corporate

through the championship. This activity can

boardrooms, the relaxed and welcoming atmos-

prove to be a very cost-effective alternative to

phere of the GT Cup paddock is a perfect place to

advertising, increasing brand awareness with a

communicate with fellow businesspeople.

loyal fanbase.
Whether it is enhancing a brand by association
Sponsorship is an incredibly versatile and ef-

with this dynamic and exciting world or creating

fective means of marketing a company or brand

content for online and promotional campaigns,

with wide exposure, press, hospitality, video, and

the GT Cup can aid your sponsorship programme

photo content all contributing to the toolkit. Add

and help you accomplish your objectives.

in the use of a race car at a business networking
event, show or corporate day and you will understand why more and more brands are sponsoring
teams and drivers in GT Cup.

BECOME A CHAMPIONSHIP PARTNER
Our championship partners have access to the Race Centre at events, where breakfast and lunch is
served daily, as well as hot and cold drink facilities throughout the day. The hospitality unit is also
an ideal location to host clients or undertake meetings at your leisure.
Copyright-free images and videos can be made available upon request. Bute Motorsport team
members will carry your brand on official clothing, and your logos will feature on the official
website, press releases, on the hospitality unit, and most importantly on the race cars themselves.
If you would like further information on how we can help or how to become a championship
partner, contact Hannah Wilson, Championship Director, to discuss our 2018 partnership
opportunities.
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DEMOGRAPHICS
GT Cup continues to appeal to key demographic

computers. Continuing to meet the demand of racing

groups, with the 18- to 44-year-old age range

fans, the championship will explore online- and so-

making

cial media-based outlets for video content.

up

the

bulk

of

viewers

of

the

championship. Encouragingly a third of viewers are
based outside of the United Kingdom, helping to

GT

cement the international audience of the series and

programmes on motorsport.tv, both on television

appeal to racers from across the globe who might

and on-demand, as well as extensive coverage

want to test themselves on the best circuits the UK

on Front Runner in the UK and internationally on

and Europe has to offer.

Motor Trend On Demand.

Cup

has

enjoyed

hour-long

highlights

With motorsport.tv

coverage reaching 81 countries and a potential
As

consumption

of

media

moves

towards

audience of over 25 million, good brand exposure is

an on-demand future, 83% of online viewers

Audience breakdown by age group (percent)

LARGEST
DEMOGRAPHIC:
MALE,
AGED 25 - 34

guaranteed.

now enjoy GT Cup on tablets, smartphones, and
Percentage of viewers outside of the UK

AUDIENCE BY DEVICES:
AN INCREASINGLY MOBILE DEMOGRAPHIC
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MEDIA
coverage

A heady mix of close racing, varied and

Motorsport

exotic cars, and more than a fair share

has featured on news outlets like the BBC’s

of professional drivers has generated a

Breakfast show and the Daily Record. It

lot of coverage for the GT Cup during the

actively works with all disciplines of the

course of the 2017 season. While the

media to maximise its exposure, and has

championship is primarily focused on the

good relationships with both national and

sportsman drivers, the appearances of

international journalists. It also includes

international teams and racers including

a focus on local print media to promote

Johnny Mowlem, Will Burns, HHC Motor-

stories of interest as they arise.

News,

the

championship

sport, and FF Corse have generated a number of stories both in print and online.

It also works closely with championship
partner Pirelli, with the GT Cup being

In addition to coverage in national

promoted via its global website and weekly

motorsport publications, Autosport and

media email newsletter.

= Motorsport News
= Autosport

Cumulative readership of GT Cup articles in Motorsport News and Autosport
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DIGITAL

51,717

MINUTES OF VIDEO
CONTENT VIEWED ON
YOUTUBE IN 2017

Increase in
Twitter followers
year-on-year

The GT Cup Championship utilises the speed and

receive encouraging views and is an identified

reach of the internet to target content at the

area of growth. The championship also works with

global motorsport audience immediately. It

motorsport.tv to provide coverage on demand for

undertakes live race commentary on Twitter,

its internet services.

posts behind-the-scenes pictures and videos to
Instagram, adds photo galleries and race reports

GT Cup will continue to explore the benefits of

to

social and digital medias with a fresh focus on

Facebook,

and

releases

regular

email

communications.

internet video content, helping fans, teams, and
drivers to share their racing exploits with friends,

Its audience numbers grow at impressive rates

family and fans throughout the year.

year-on-year and the GT Cup website continues
to record increased numbers of visitors. Videos
posted to the championship YouTube channel

6.08

Increase in website
visitors during
2017 season

Average watch time,
in minutes, of videos
on the GT Cup
YouTube channel
Up 11.8%
year-on-year

Increase in Facebook
followers year-on-year
30
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HOSPITALITY
If the pit lane is the soul of the GT Cup, then the beating

hospitality being such an important and valuable

heart is the Bute Motorsport Race Centre. Prominently

tool, it allows businesses to build relationships with

located in the paddock at every GT Cup round, it is the

partners, suppliers and other race attendees. Our

centre of everything to do with the Championship.

professional hospitality services will cater for all your
guests’ needs and our options can be scaled to suit
every budget.

Team managers, drivers, and invited guests can enjoy
the superb catering provided, and relax in their homefrom-home at the race track. Guests can brush

Hospitality in the GT Cup Race Centre includes as

shoulders with competitors, which contributes to the

standard a cooked breakfast, drinks throughout the

friendly, family-based paddock atmosphere that is a

day, and a two-course lunch, all provided within a

trademark of the GT Cup and Bute Motorsport.

warm and welcoming environment.

However, the Race Centre is not just for the drivers,

For

the teams, friends and family; it plays an important

Wilson by telephone; 01963 442787 or email;

part in welcoming corporate guests as well. With

hannah@butemotorsport.co.uk

further

details,

please

contact

HOSPITALITY FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Team Hospitality:

Hosted VIP Service:

Full cooked breakfast

Entry to the hospitality lounge

Hot & cold drinks

Full cooked breakfast

Packed lunch

Hot & cold drinks all day
Two course hot lunch

VIP Race Centre Hospitality:

Entry ticket

Entry to the hospitality lounge

Programme

Full cooked breakfast

Host/Hostess to greet and look after

Hot & cold drinks all day

your guests for the day

Two-course hot lunch
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Hannah

CONTACTS
Managing Director
Chris Haynes
Mobile - 07976 946591
Office - 01963 442795
Email - chris@butemotorsport.co.uk
Championship Director
Hannah Wilson
Mobile - 07500 116687
Office - 01963 442787
Email - hannah@butemotorsport.co.uk
Commercial Manager
Christopher Thorn
Mobile - 07508 907634
Office - 01963 407035
Email - chris.thorn@butemotorsport.co.uk
Technical Co-ordinator
Philip Boland
Mobile - 07836 608615
Email - phil@butemotorsport.co.uk
Marketing & Media Co-ordinator
Thomas Baker
Mobile - 07974 779657
Office - 01327 850500
Email - tom@butemotorsport.co.uk
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Bute Motorsport Limited
Sparkford,
Nr. Yeovil,
Somerset
BA22 7LH
www.gtcup.co.uk

